At **reco**ro we are building Tech to understand digital communication like humans do – decoding verbal, vocal and visual signals – to give coaching hints in real-time on how to communicate better to your target audience. We are creative and prolific engineers, sales experts, scientists and students working at Recoro, funded by the EXIST research transfer and private investors.

**Who we are**

**Your IDP mission**

As part of your IDP join a 4-months project with reco**ro** and gain hands on experience in user research, product, design and development of novel conversational AI solutions - from problem statement to productized deployment. The interdisciplinary projects are centered on real-time coaching functionalities and involve the design and development of UI with state-of-the-art multimodal DL backends.

**Why join us**

- Young and motivated startup, where you can grow and take responsibility
- Having fun together building a highly innovative and disruptive technology
- You choose if you want to work remote or in our office in Munich (Werk1).

**Your profile**

- Master student in Informatics (or similar)
- Teamplayer with ability to work independently
- Experience in programming: Python, ideally also Javascript and/or CI skills
- Highly motivated, bringing results into production by integrating them into an existing product

**Details and application**

The position is available immediately for part-time or full-time. The IDP can be supervised in German or English. Apply now by sending your CV, transcript of records, github, previous experiences and any questions to lukas@reco**ro**.io. More: reco**ro**.io/students

Do you think you can learn to kick like Messi by watching him?*

*Neither do we! You develop skills by putting new knowledge into practice and continuous coaching.